
Vowel Acoustics



Some Things You Need to Know
• The next “transcription exercise” TREX7 involves working 
on some spectrogram matching exercises in class.

• Those exercises will make sense after today’s lecture.

• Normally, I have students work on those exercises in 
groups, because they’re not easy to process on your 
own. So feel free to talk to your friends and classmates 
about them!



The Point of It All
• A voiced speech sound is a complex periodic wave.

• It has a fundamental frequency (F0)

• In speech, a series of harmonics, with frequencies at 
integer multiples of the fundamental frequency, pour into 
the vocal tract from the glottis.

• Resonance:

• Those harmonics which match the resonant 
frequencies of the vocal tract will be amplified.

• Those harmonics which do not will be damped.

• The resonant frequencies of a particular articulatory 
configuration are called formants.



Spectral Analysis: Vowels
• Remember: Fourier’s theorem breaks down any 
complex sound wave (e.g., speech) into its component 
sinewaves.

• For each component sinewave (harmonic), this analysis 
shows us:

• its frequency

• its amplitude (intensity)

• In vowels:

• resonating harmonics have higher intensity

• other harmonics will be damped (have lower 
intensity)
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Steve’s “Open Tube” Vowel

formants



Different Vowels,
Different Formants

• The formant frequencies of [ə] resemble the resonant 
frequencies of a tube that is open at one end.

• For the average man (like Peter Ladefoged or Steve):

• F1 = 500 Hz

• F2 = 1500 Hz

• F3 = 2500 Hz

• However, we can change the shape of the vocal tract to 
get different resonant frequencies.

• Vowels may be defined in terms of their characteristic 
resonant frequencies (formants).



Artificial Examples
• The characteristic resonant frequencies (formants) of the 
“corner” vowels:

“[i]” “[u]”

“[ɑ]”



Real Vowels



Real Vowels



Vowel Articulations
• We learned (a long time ago) that vowels are articulated 
with characteristic tongue and lip shapes



Vowel Dimensions
For this reason, vowels have traditionally been described

according to four pseudo-articulatory parameters:

1. Height (of tongue)

2. Front/Back (of tongue)

3. Rounding (of lips)

4. Tense/Lax

= distance from center of vowel space.



Vowel Acoustics
• Vowels are primarily distinguished by their first two 
formant frequencies: F1 and F2 

• F1 corresponds to vowel height:

• lower F1 = higher vowel

• higher F1 = lower vowel

• F2 corresponds to front/backness:

• higher F2 = fronter vowel

• lower F2 = backer vowel



Reality Check
• Let’s check out the formant values for Peter Ladefoged’s
vowels in Praat.

• And plot them on the board.



Things to Keep in Mind
• Resonant frequencies (formants) are primarily based on 
the length of the speaker’s vocal tract.

• (the length of the open tube)

• The longer the vocal tract, the lower the formant 
frequencies.

• Thought Question #1:

• What effect might lip rounding have on formant 
frequencies?



Things to Keep in Mind
• Thought Question #2:

• How might formant frequencies differ between men and 
women?









Women and Men
• The acoustics of male and female vowels differ 

reliably along two different dimensions:

1. Sound Source

2. Sound Filter
• Source--F0: depends on length of vocal folds

shorter in women Þ higher average F0

longer in men Þ lower average F0

• Filter--Formants: depend on length of vocal tract

shorter in women Þ higher formant frequencies

longer in men Þ lower formant frequencies



Prototypical Voices – Steve’s
• Andre the Giant: (very) low F0, low formant frequencies

• Goldie Hawn: high F0, high formant frequencies
• Alternatively: “Sugar”, 
of Canada’s YTV

•https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=yhgxEUOD
B8Q

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yhgxEUODB8Q


Prototypical Voices – Dusan’s
• Shaquille O’Neal: (very) low F0, low formant frequencies

•Cardi B: high F0, high formant 
frequencies



Prototypical Voices – Dusan’s
• Akwafina: (very) low F0, low 
formant frequencies

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=zofGffmqRQo

• Chris Colfer: high F0, high formant 
frequencies

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zofGffmqRQo


F0/Formant mismatches
• The fact that source and filter characteristics are 
independent of each other…

• means that there can sometimes be source and filter 
“mismatches” in men and women.

• What would high F0 combined with low formant 
frequencies sound like?

• Answer:  Julia Child



F0/Formant mismatches
• Another high F0, low formants example:

Roy Forbes, of Roy’s Record Room (on CKUA 93.7 FM)

• The opposite mis-match = 

Popeye: low F0, high formant frequencies



In Conclusion
• Everybody’s vowel space is different.

• A vowel space is defined by a speaker’s range of first 
formant (F1) and second formant (F2) frequencies.

• We identify vowels on the basis of the patterns formed by 
their formants within that acoustic space.

• F1 determines the height of vowels.

• F2 determines the front/backness of vowels.

• Rounding lowers both formant frequencies.

• Questions?


